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wow  interjection         
\ɑwauɺ\  
“an expression of 
amazement or awe,  
an indication of excite-
ment or surprise.” 

Summer 2012 

                   4227 Spenard Road, Unit “B” Anchorage, AK  99517 / 907-929-7363 

W.O.W. 
 

WARRIORS ON WHEELS; 
37 youth, 11 adults, 4 kids, 10 villages, 2 countries, 13 states, 32 days, 10,000 

miles, 5 vehicles, 4 flats, 1,950 pancakes, 1,127 sandwiches, 22 changed lives... 

This expedition was 

appropriately named because it 

was a “wow” for all who came in 

contact, whether as participants, 

supporters or spectators. Even the 

casual passer-by was impressed. 

Consider the words of an elderly 

camper after he spent a restful  

night near this team of 50+ 

travelers.  “I just want to tell you [he 

says to Grant, the trip leader] I’m 

74, I’ve traveled around the world 

and I’ve camped all across the 

country. I have never, in my life, 

seen a group more well-behaved 

and respectful than this group.  

Whatever it is you are doing,  

keep doing it.” 

Nice praise, but the trip didn’t 

start off that smoothly; the 

beginning was a bit 

more...“bumpy.” Consider the photo 

on the right, taken in Anchorage 

while the crew was making ready to 

depart. Tents, camping gear, 

personal baggage, food and 

everything else had to be sorted 

and stowed in an organized 

fashion. Toilet paper and   B-B-Q 

grills usually don’t go together, so 

you can see there was room for 

improvement. They needed to pull 

things together, to become, as 

Grant put it, “a well-oiled machine.” 

 

 

Loading up. 
A large shuttle van, 
a.k.a. “cuddle van”, two 
Ford 15 passenger vans, 
a motor home and a Sub-
aru Outback made up the 
fleet of vehicles. 
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This trip began in pieces, 

scattered across western Alaska. 

37 youth came from ten remote 

Native communities: Aniak, 

Buckland, Chevak, Hooper Bay, 

Kobuk, Kotzebue, Mountain 

Village, Nunapitchuk, Scammon 

Bay and Shaktoolik.  

Some were veterans of 

previous trips, most were needing 

a major “spiritual overhaul”, and 

many were bringing along “excess 

baggage” that would make the 

challenge of pulling off a trip of this 

magnitude even more difficult. Still, 

Grant and Lenna were not 

dismayed, they’ve faced big 

challenges before. 

They recruited volunteer adult 

leaders; Martin and Silke 

Hornfischer, Luke and Sarah 

Stewart, Josh and Karen Fedlum, 

Victor and Dawn Ladeira and 

Amanda Hunt. Once assembled 

this brave crew was ready for 

action. 

In just a day or two this group 

would become Grant’s ‘well-oiled 

machine’ or not.  The lubricating 

event didn’t occur until they arrived 

in Colorado, a few thousand miles 

later, but the oil did flow, liberally. 

 

The turning point was a 
factory tour, a love offering, 
and a buffalo burger on a 
hot day. 

While touring the Walker 

Mower factory the “Warriors” were 

given an opportunity to donate to a 

family who lost everything in the 

recent fires. God moved in the 

hearts of these village kids, who 

pitched in...(wait for it)...887 bucks! 

Impressive. 

Then Grant bought them 

buffalo burgers for dinner at the 

original Cabela’s store in Sidney, 

NB (apparently he felt 110º was a 

bit warm for cooking outdoors) and 

that brings us to the 74 year old 

guy on the first page saying 

“...keep doing it.”   

That was the pivotal moment 

on this epic journey, when God’s 

hand at work became clearly 

visible. A disjointed group of 

travelers gelled into a unified team. 

Individuals began to open up and 

share past wounds and 

experiences; exposing vulnerability 

which cemented them together.  

Now they worked as a unit. The 

group could set-up camp in ten 

minutes or less. Complaints were 

reduced, even when they had to 

drive 750 miles in one day. They 

began to serve one another. 

Leaders emerged. Perhaps the 

clearest indicator of new-found 

unity was 4 dozen Alaskans 

making a roadside “bathroom 

break” in twelve minutes. Oh, the joys of travel! 
Endless hours on the 
road, flat tires and 

gourmet food. 

What’s not to like? 
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The Warriors Leadership  
Summit 

The team stopped at the camp 

in Missouri but the Lord kept driv-

ing forward. The Warrior Leader-

ship Summit was reported to be 

“off the charts” and  “masks were 

pulled off” as God worked in the 

hearts of these Alaskan youth. 

Ron Hutchcraft addressed the 

receptive assembly of Native 

American youth, gathered from 

around the country. He proclaimed 

his God-directed message verbally, 

the band, “Flyleaf,” did it musically 

and both had noticeable impact. 

The emerging force of indigenous 

evangelical warriors were exhorted 

to “Declare the new you” when 

they returned to their homes, good 

advice for the Alaskan contingent 

now possessing a high percentage 

of changed lives.  

When asked what was different 

about this year’s trip (other than 

the unprecedented size of the 

team) Grant explained, “The dis-

tance these kids have moved be-

tween where they were [spiritually] 

at the start of the trip, and where 

they are now. So many came in as 

a ‘blank page.’ We had 5 or 6 be-

lievers, the rest were nominal or 

non-Christians.” 

 

By the time the trip was over, 

22  of the 37 youth had made a 

decision, either for salvation or a 

fresh commitment of some kind, a 

result described by Grant as...           

“Extreme Wonderful!”  
 

Warriors On Wheels...  

Going  Forward >>> 

 
The first and most important 

consideration is “follow-up.” These 

young believers are now back 

home. For some that means love 

and encouragement from family 

and friends; for the great majority it 

may also bring trials, extreme 

temptation, even persecution.  

 

PRAY-PRAY-
PRAY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRAY for these young warri-

ors, that the Lord will keep them 

strong, pick them up when they fall, 

and grow them into a new genera-

tion of Native Christian leaders to 

impact this field of ministry. 

PRAY also for these young 

people to continue moving ahead 

into healthy, productive lives. If 

they are to become indigenous 

leaders they will need to avoid sub-

stance abuse, get an education 

and become exemplary role mod-

els for others to follow.  

Also be in prayer for the finan-

cial closure of this expedition. The 

trip has concluded but there re-

mains a deficit of nearly six thou-

sand dollars. Pray for the Lord to 

provide the funds needed to clear 

this deficit. 

Finally, Pray about how the 

Lord may want you involved from 

this point forward. Is it His desire 

for you to contribute financially? 

Does He want you to volunteer to 

be part of the 2013 trip? Does He 

have something else for you to do? 

The last word comes from the 

Warriors themselves. You can read 

what they had to say about the trip 

and what it meant to them... 
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